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Abstract. This is a sequel to our work in tropical Hodge theory. Our aim here is to prove
a tropical analogue of the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence in asymptotic Hodge theory. As
an application of this result, we prove the tropical Hodge conjecture for smooth projective
tropical varieties which are rationally triangulable. This provides a partial answer to a
question of Kontsevich who suggested the validity of the tropical Hodge conjecture could be
used as a test for the validity of the Hodge conjecture.
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1. Introduction and statement of the main theorem

1.1. Tropical Hodge conjecture. In this paper we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1 (Hodge conjecture for rationally triangulable smooth projective tropical vari-
eties). Let X be a smooth projective tropical variety. Assume that X is rationally triangulable.
The locus of Hodge classes in Hp,p

troppX,Qq associated to codimension p tropical cycles in X

coincides with the kernel of the tropical monodromy map N : Hp,p
troppX,Qq Ñ Hp´1,p`1

trop pX,Qq.
The notions of tropical smoothness and rational triangulability, and the definition of the

tropical cohomology groups will be recalled in Section 2.

In [Zha20], Zharkov explains a suggestion of Kontsevitch on how to test the validity of
the Hodge conjecture via integral affine manifolds by specialization: if the tropical Hodge
conjecture turned out to be false for some tropical limit of abelian varieties, for example, then
this would imply that the classical conjecture would be false as well. On the other hand, the
validity of the tropical Hodge conjecture for general tropical varieties might be regarded as an
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evidence for the validity of the Hodge conjecture. Our Theorem 1.1 above goes in the direction
of this suggestion. While it does not answer the question of Kontsevich in its original form,
which concerns tropical abelian varieties which are in general not rationally triangulable, it
goes beyond the case of affine manifolds.

A stronger form of the above theorem in codimension one, the tropical analogue of Lef-
schetz p1, 1q-theorem, with integral coefficients and without the triangulability assumption,
was proved by Jell-Rau-Shaw [JRS18]. The general form of the tropical Hodge conjecture,
without the triangulability assumption, is as follows.

Conjecture 1.2 (Tropical Hodge conjecture). Let X be a smooth projective tropical vari-
ety. The locus of Hodge classes in Hp,p

troppX,Qq generated by classes of codimension p tropical
cycles in X coincides with the kernel of the tropical monodromy operator N : Hp,p

troppX,Qq Ñ
Hp´1,p`1

trop pX,Rq.

In the case where X is rationally triangulable, the monodromy operator is rational, and
the statement above is the content of Theorem 1.1. In general, N is only defined with real
coefficients.

It is well-known that the Hodge conjecture implies the Grothendieck’s standard conjecture
of type D, that the numerical and homological equivalence on algebraic cycles coincide, for
varieties over a field of characteristic zero. We prove the tropical analogue of this standard
conjecture.

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a smooth projective tropical variety which is rationally triangulable.
The numerical and homological equivalences on tropical cycles coincide.

This answers a question of Gross and Shokrieh [GS19c] for rationally triangulable smooth
projective tropical varieties.

1.2. Tropical Clemens-Schmid. In order to prove the above results, we prove a tropical
analogue of the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence in asymptotic Hodge theory [Cle77, Sch73]
and its extension to algebraic cycles by Bloch-Gilet-Soulé [BGS95]. This will be based on
results we proved in our paper [AP20c], which we will recall in Sections 2 and 5.

We start by recalling the classical Clemens-Schmid sequence. Let X ˚ be a projective family
of smooth complex varieties over the punctured disk 4˚. Passing to a finite étale cover of the
punctured disk if necessary, we can complete X ˚ to a regular semistable family X over the
disk 4. This gives a special fiber X0 over 0, whose addition as relative boundary results in a
relative compactification X of X ˚ over the disk 4.

Let Ă4˚ Ñ 4˚ be the universal cover of the punctured disk 4˚ and denote by ĄX ˚ the family
of complex varieties over Ă4˚ obtained by pulling back X ˚ over Ă4˚.

There is a monodromy operator T : ĄX ˚ Ñ ĄX ˚ associated to the generator of the funda-
mental group of the punctured disk 4˚, which induces an automorphism on each fiber of the
original family. The induced operator T on the cohomology of ĄX ˚ is unipotent and leads to
the (logarithmic) monodromy operator N :“ ´ logpT q : H‚pĄX ˚q Ñ H‚pĄX ˚q. The operator
N is nilpotent and the corresponding Jacobson-Morosov filtration together with an appropri-
ate Hodge filtration endows the cohomology H‚pĄX ˚q of ĄX ˚ with a mixed Hodge structure
called the limit mixed Hodge structure of the family [Sch73]. This limit mixed Hodge structure
can be computed algebraically thanks to the Steenbrink spectral sequence [Ste76].
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Since the family X retracts by deformation to X0, we get an isomorphism of the cohomology
H‚pX q with that of X0. For this reason, these cohomology groups might be named the
surviving cohomology of the family. Each surviving cohomology group comes with a mixed
Hodge structure which can be defined using the Deligne spectral sequence [Del71].

The open inclusion X ˚ ãÑ X leads to the definition of the cohomology groupsH‚pX ,X ˚q,
which can be named the relative cohomology of the family. Again, Deligne’s theory endows
these cohomology groups with mixed Hodge structures.

The Clemens-Schmid exact sequence [Cle77] is an exact sequence which establishes a link
between the above mixed Hodge structures, on various degrees. This is the following long
exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HkpX q Ñ HkpĄX ˚q
N
ÝÑ HkpĄX ˚q Ñ Hk`2pX ,X ˚q Ñ Hk`2pX q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

where the morphisms in the sequence are of specific degrees that we do not precise here.

We also have two distinguished triangles in the derived category:

H‚pĄX ˚q H‚pĄX ˚q

H‚pX ˚q

N

`1

H‚pX q H‚pX ˚q

H‚pX ,X ˚q

`1

In this paper, we define the tropical analogue of the surviving and relative cohomology
groups for a smooth projective tropical variety X.

The definition of these cohomology groups is dependent on the choice of a unimodular
triangulation X on X (which exists after changing the underlying lattice by a rational multiple,
by the rational triangulability assumption). For each pair of non-negative integers p, q, we will
define the bigraded surviving and relative cohomology groups Hp,q

s pX,Qq and Hp,q
rel pX,Qq,

respectively, and set for any non-negative integer k,

Hk
s pXq :“

à

p`q“k

Hp,q
s pX,Qq and Hk

relpXq :“
à

p`q“k

Hp,q
rel pX,Qq.

These cohomology groups come with canonical mapsHk
s pXq Ñ HkpXq andHk

relpXq Ñ Hk
s pXq.

Here, we set
HkpXq :“

à

p`q“k

Hp,q
troppX,Qq

and note that it does not depend on the choice of the triangulation.
The above cohomology groups fit together and give the following long exact sequence.

Theorem 1.4 (Tropical Clemens-Schmid exact sequence). We have the following exact se-
quence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hk
s pXq Ñ HkpXq

N
ÝÑ HkpXq Ñ Hk`2

rel pXq Ñ Hk`2
s pXq Ñ Hk`2pXq

N
ÝÑ Hk`2pXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

where the morphism N : HkpXq Ñ HkpXq is given by the sum of the tropical monodromy maps
N : Hp,q

troppX,Qq Ñ Hp´1,q`1
trop pX,Qq.
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1.3. Explicit description of the tropical cycle associated to a Hodge class. Let X
be a smooth projective tropical variety. Suppose that X is rationally triangulable. Let α
be a tropical Hodge class, that is α P Hp,ppX,Qq X kerpNq, for some non-negative integer p.
We fix a unimodular triangulation X of X (which again exists after changing the underlying
lattice by a rational multiple). Using the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence, we construct an
explicit tropical cycle C with cohomology class equal to α. The tropical cycle C is defined by
a Minkowski weight on the p-dimensional cells of the triangulation X, which is itself obtained
by gluing local Minkowski weights around vertices of the triangulation. The existence of local
Minkowski weights is a consequence of the tropical Clemens-Schmid exact sequence. The fact
that the image of C by the tropical cycle class map coincides with α is a consequence of our
proof of the Steenbrink-Tropical comparison theorem [AP20c].

1.4. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we recall basis results and definitions con-
cerning tropical varieties. In Section 3, we define Minkowski weights in the local and global
setting. In Section 4, we discuss the tropical Hodge conjecture in the local setting. Section 5
recalls some results concerning the tropical Steenbrink sequence and the comparison theorem
from [AP20c] by making them more explicit for some specific primitive parts which will be of
later use in the study of the tropical cycle class map. In Section 6 we introduce the tropical
surviving and relative cohomology groups, relative to a triangulation of the tropical variety. In
Section 7, we define the tropical Clemens-Schmid sequence and prove Theorem 1.4. Section 8
contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. Finally, Theorem 1.3 is proved in Section 9.

2. Preliminaries on tropical varieties

The aim of this section is to provide a brief account of tropical geometry and the neces-
sary background on the terminology used in the statement of our main theorems. We refer
to [AP20c] for more details.

2.1. Polyhedral complexes and star fans. We start by fixing the polyhedral geometry
terminology and introducing (extended) polyhedral complexes.

A polyhedron P in a real vector space V » Rn is by definition a non-empty intersection of
a finite number of affine half-spaces. We consider only polyhedra which are strongly convex
in the sense that they do not contain any affine line. The tangent space of P that we denote
by TpP q or by TP is the linear subspace of V spanned by the differences x ´ y for pairs of
elements x, y of P . We denote by |P | the dimension of P . A face of a polyhedron P is either
P itself or a nom-empty intersection of P with an affine hyperplane H provided that P lies
in one of the two half-spaces delimited by H. For two polyhedra γ and δ, we write γ ă δ to
indicate that γ is a face of δ. We use the notation γ ă̈ δ if moreover γ is of codimension one
in δ. The partial order ă puts a lattice structure on the set of faces of a polyhedron. A face
of dimension zero in P is called a vertex and a face of dimension one is called an edge.

By a cone we mean a strongly convex polyhedron with a unique vertex which is the origin
of Rn. A polytope is a compact polyhedron.

Assume now that the real vector space V » Rn comes with a lattice N » Zn of full rank,
so that NR :“ N bZ R “ V . In such a case, we say a polyhedron P in V is rational if all the
half-spaces which are used to define P can be defined in NQ :“ N bZ Q » Qn. For a rational
polyhedron P , we denote by NP :“ N XTpP q the full-rank lattice of the tangent space TpP q.
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We say P is integral with respect to N if it is rational and its vertices are all in N . If the
lattice N is understood from the context, we omit to mention it.

A polyhedral complex Y in a real vector space V is a finite non-empty collection of polyhedra
in V called faces of Y such that for any pair of faces δ, δ1 in Y , the following two properties
hold.

(i) Any face of δ is contained in Y .
(ii) The intersection δ X δ1 is either empty or is a face of both δ and δ1.
A fan is a polyhedral complex Σ which has a unique vertex the origin of V . In this case, all

the faces of Σ are cones. A cone of dimension one is called a ray.
For a polyhedral complex Y and for a non-negative integer k, we denote by Ypkq the k-

skeleton of Y which consists of all the faces of Y of dimension at most k and by Yk the set of
k-dimensional faces of Y . The dimension d of Y is the maximum of the dimension of its faces.
The elements of Yd are called facets. We say that Y is of pure dimension d if every face of Y
is included in some facet of Y .

The support of a polyhedral complex Y denoted by |Y | is the union of all the faces of Y in
V .

A polyhedral complex Y is called rational, integral, unimodular with respect to the lattice
N if all faces of Y are rational, integral, or unimodular with respect to N , respectively. We
already defined the terminology rational and integral, we recall what unimodular means here.

First, recall that for two polyhedra A and B in V , the Minkowski sum A`B is by definition
the polyhedron

A`B :“
 

x` y
ˇ

ˇ x P A, y P B
(

.

Every polyhedron P can be written as the Minkowski sum Q` σ of a polytope Q and a cone
σ by Minkowski-Weyl theorem. The cone σ in the above decomposition is in addition unique
and we will denote it by P8; for Q we can choose the convex-hull of the vertices of P . In
particular, this implies that we can write

P “ convpv0, . . . , vkq `
l
ÿ

i“1

R`ui

for points v0, . . . , vk and vectors u1, . . . , ul in V , where R` denotes the space of non-negative
real numbers. A polyhedron P is called unimodular if it is integral with respect to N and more-
over, the points vi and the vectors uj can be chosen in N in such a way that the collection of
vectors pv1´v0, . . . , vk´v0, u1, . . . , ulq form a basis of the lattice NP “ NXTpP q. In this case,
the points v0, . . . , vk coincide with the vertices of P so that defining Pf :“ convpv0, . . . , vkq,
we get the decomposition P “ Pf `P8. In this decomposition, any point x can be written in
a unique way as the sum of two points xf P Pf and x8 P P8. If we relax the above condition
and only ask the collection of vectors pv1 ´ v0, . . . , vk ´ v0, u1, . . . , ulq to be independent we
say the polyhedron P is simplicial.

For a free Z-module N of finite rank, we denote by M “ N_ its dual. The real vectors
spaces corresponding to N and M are denoted by NR and MR, respectively, and we have
MR “ N‹R. Note that we use the following convention in this paper: every time we work with
a vector space, we use ‹ for the dual vector space, and if we deal with a free Z-module or a
cone, we use instead _ for the dual Z-module and cone, respectively. Recall that for a rational
polyhedron δ in NR, we use the notation Nδ to denote the lattice N X Tδ. We thus get the
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equality Nδ,R “ Tδ. Furthermore, we define the normal vector space of δ which we denote N δ
R

by taking the quotient N δ
R :“ NR

L

Nδ,R. It comes with a full rank lattice N δ “ N
L

Nδ.

Let X be a rational polyhedral complex in NR. For any face δ of X, one can choose a
basis of Nδ. The exterior product of the elements of this basis gives a generator of

Ź|δ|Nδ.
This element is well-defined (that is independent of the choice of the basis) up to a sign.
The choice of such an element for each face defines an orientation on X. In this article, we
assume that every polyhedral complex is endowed with a fixed orientation. We denote by nδ
the generator of

Ź|δ|Nδ corresponding to this orientation and we call it the canonical unit
multivector associated to δ. Moreover, we denote by n‹δ its dual that we call the canonical
|δ|-form associated to δ. Note that n‹δ lives in the dual space

Ź|δ|N_δ .
Let γ ă̈ δ be a pair of faces with γ of codimension one in δ. There is a unique generator uδ{γ

of Nδ

L

Nγ » Z that lives in the part corresponding to δ. We denote by ν‹δ{γ the linear form on
Tδ induced by the one on Tδ

L

Tγ » R which takes value one at uδ{γ . The chosen orientation
on X induces a sign function on pair of faces γ ă̈ δ defined by the equation

n‹δ “ signpγ, δqn‹γ ^ ν
‹
δ{γ ,

where signpγ, δq P t´1,`1u.

We will follow the terminology introduced in our paper [AP20c]: we will use a face δ
as a subscript for subspaces of the ambient space or lattice or elements associated to these
subspaces. And we use a face δ as a superscript to denote the quotient by Nδ or Nδ,R of the
ambient lattice or space, or to denote elements related to this quotient.

For a fan Σ and a cone τ P Σ, the star fan of τ denoted by Στ is defined by

Στ :“
!

πτ pσq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
σ ą τ is a cone in Σ

)

.

Here πτ : NR Ñ N τ
R is the projection map to the quotient. Our star fans are sometimes called

transversal fans in other places, e.g., in [Kar04,BBFK02]. Our use is consistent with [AP20c,
AHK18].

The above definition naturally extends to any polyhedral complex Y and, for a face δ of Y ,
we denote by Σδ the corresponding star fan.

We now recall what we mean by subdivisions and triangulations. We say that a polyhedral
complex Y is a subdivision of another polyhedral complex Z if Z and Y share the same
support, and in addition, each face of Y is included in a face of Z. A subdivision Y of Z which
is in addition simplicial is called a triangulation of Z.

2.2. Canonical compactifications: local case. We denote by R “ RY t8u the extended
real line with the topology extending that of R by a basis of open neighborhoods of 8 given
by intervals pa,8s for any real number a. The addition of R naturally extends to R and gives
a monoid pR,`q that we call the monoid of tropical numbers. We denote by R` “ R`Yt8u
the submonoid of non-negative tropical numbers with the induced topology. Both monoids
are modules over the semiring R`.

For any cone σ in NR, we denote by σ_ Ď MR and σK Ď MR the dual cone and the
orthogonal plane to σ, respectively, defined by

σ_ :“
!

m PMR
ˇ

ˇ xm, ay ě 0 for all a P σ
)

, and
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σK :“
!

m PMR
ˇ

ˇ xm, ay “ 0 for all a P σ
)

.

The canonical compactification σ of the cone σ, also called the extended cone associated to
σ, is defined by the tensor product

σ :“ σ bR` R`,

endowed with the topology which is the finest one making all the endomorphisms

z ÞÑ z ` z1, a ÞÑ xb a, and x ÞÑ xb a

continuous for any z, z1 P σ, a P R` and x P σ. This topology turns the extended cone σ into
a compact topological space. Moreover, its restriction to σ coincides with the usual topology
of σ.

We note that σ can be equivalently defined as follows. Denote by M the category of
R`-modules. Then, we have, as a set,

σ “ HomMpσ
_,R`q.

The extended cone σ has a distinguished point that we denote by 8σ. It is defined as
8σ :“ x b 8 for any x in the relative interior of σ. This definition does not depend on the
choice of x. Alternatively, 8σ is the point of HomMpσ

_,R`q which takes value zero at any
element of σK and sends all the elements of σ_zσK to 8. Note in particular that we have
80 “ 0 where 0 denotes the cone t0u.

The definition of the canonical compactification is compatible with the inclusion of faces.
For a face τ ă σ, we naturally get a map τ Ď σ, which identifies τ with the topological closure
of τ in σ.

Let now Σ be a rational fan in NR. We define the canonical compactification of Σ denoted
by Σ as the union of σ for any cone σ in Σ, where the compactification τ of τ is identified with
the corresponding subspace of the extended cone σ for any τ ă σ in Σ. We endow Σ with the
induced quotient topology. In this way, each extended cone σ naturally embeds as a subspace
of Σ.

A rational fan Σ gives naturally rise to a partial compactification of NR that we denote by
TPΣ. This partial compactification coincides with the tropicalization of the toric variety PΣ

associated to Σ. For this reason it is sometimes called the tropical toric variety defined by Σ.
The canonical compactification Σ naturally lives in TPΣ: in fact, it coincides with the closure
of Σ in TPΣ.

The tropical toric variety TPΣ is defined as follows. We refer to [AP20b,BGJK20,Kaj08,
OR11,Pay09,Thu07] for more details.

For any cone σ in Σ, we set
rσ :“ HomMpσ

_,Rq

endowed with a natural topology that we do not precise here. Clearly, we have a natural
inclusion of σ into rσ. We set Nσ

8,R :“ 8σ ` NR Ď rσ. This is the set of all elements of
HomMpσ

_,Rq which take value 8 at any point of σ_zσK (and finite values on σK). Clearly
N

0
8,R “ NR. Moreover, the natural map

NR Ñ Nσ
8,R, z ÞÑ z `8σ

identifies Nσ
8,R » Nσ

R . The space rσ admits a natural stratification into a disjoint union of
subspaces N τ

8,R » N τ
R, for τ a face of σ.
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For a pair of cones τ ă σ in Σ, we get an open inclusion rτ Ď rσ. This allows to define TPΣ

as the gluing of rσ, for σ P Σ, along these inclusions. From the description above, we get a
stratification of TPΣ into the disjoint union of Nσ

8,R » Nσ
R for σ P Σ.

For a point x P TPσ which lies in the stratum N τ
8,R for τ ă σ, the sedentarity of x is by

definition sedpxq :“ τ . In particular, if σ is the positive quadrant in Rn, the compactification
TPσ can be identified with Rn and the faces of σ with the subsets rns such that under these
identifications, the sedentarity of a point becomes the subset of rns corresponding to those
coordinates which are equal to 8. This is consistent with the notation in [JSS19].

The canonical compactification of a fan Σ admits a similar natural stratification into cones
and fans that we describe now.

For a cone σ P Σ and a face τ ă σ of σ, define Cτσ :“ 8τ ` σ Ď σ. This coincides with the
set of all elements of HomMpσ

_,Rq which take value 8 on τ_zτK, and finite values elsewhere.
The cone Cτσ is isomorphic to the projection of σ in Nσ,R

L

Nτ,R ãÑ N τ
8,R. We denote by C̊τσ

the relative interior of Cτσ .
For τ P Σ, the collection of cones Cτσ for σ P Σ with σ ą τ form a fan in N τ

8,R, with origin
8τ , that we denote by Στ

8 Ď N τ
8,R. We note that the fan Στ

8 is canonically isomorphic to the
star fan Στ . For the cone 0 of Σ, we have Σ

0
8 “ Σ.

For any pair τ ă σ in Σ, the closure Cτσ of the cone Cτσ in Σ is the union of C̊τ 1σ1 with
τ ă τ 1 ă σ1 ă σ. Moreover, the closure of Στ

8 becomes canonically isomorphic to the
canonical compactification of the fan Στ Ď N τ

R.

2.3. Extended polyhedral structures. Tropical compactifications of fans form examples
of extended polyhedral complexes, which provide an enrichment of the category of polyhedral
complexes and polyhedral spaces. We give a brief description and refer to [JSS19, MZ14,
IKMZ19, AP20a] for more details. We restrict to the rational case since these are the only
spaces we consider in this paper.

Let σ be a rational cone in NR. An extended polyhedron δ in TPσ is the topological closure
in TPσ of any polyhedron included in a strata N τ

8,R for some τ ă σ. The topological closure
of a face of δ X N ζ

8,R for some face ζ of σ is called a face of δ. By an extended polyhedral
complex in TPσ we mean a finite collection X of extended polyhedra in TPσ verifying the two
following properties:

‚ Any face γ of an element δ P X belongs to X.
‚ The intersection of a pair of elements δ and δ1 of X is either empty or a common face
of δ and δ1.

The support of X denoted by |X| is the union of δ P X. The space X “ |X| is called an
extended polyhedral subspace of TPσ, and X an extended polyhedral structure on X.

More general extended polyhedral spaces are then defined by using extended polyhedral
subspaces of partial compactifications of vector spaces of the form TPσ as local charts.

An integral extended polyhedral space X is by definition a Hausdorff topological space
endowed with a finite atlas of charts

´

φi : Wi Ñ Ui Ď Xi

¯

iPI
, I a finite set, with the following

properties:
‚ The collection

 

Wi

ˇ

ˇ i P I
(

gives an open covering of X.
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‚ Each Xi, i P I, is an extended polyhedral subspace of TPσi for a finite dimensional
real vector space Ni,R with Ni a free Z-module of finite rank and σi a rational cone in
Ni,R. Moreover, Ui is an open subset of Xi.

‚ The map φi is a homeomorphism betweenWi and Ui. Moreover, for any pair of indices
i, j P I, the transition map

φj ˝ φ
´1
i : φipWi XWjq Ñ TPσj

is an extended integral affine map (with respect to lattices Ni and Nj).
Recall that for two finite rank lattices N1 and N2, and rational cones σ1 and σ2 in N1,R and
N2,R, respectively, an extended integral affine map from an open subset U Ď TPσ1 to TPσ2 is
a map which can be obtained as an extension of an integral affine map ψ : N1,R Ñ N2,R. By
this we mean the following. Denote by A the linear part of ψ which is thus a Z-linear map
from N1 to N2. Consider the set J consisting of all the rays % of σ1 with the property that
A% lives inside σ2. Denote by τJ the face of σ1 generated by these rays. The affine map ψ

naturally extends to a map ψ :
Ť

ζăτJ
pN1q

ζ
8,R Ñ TPσ2 . We call this the extended affine map.

The requirement in the above definition is that there exists an extended integral affine
map ψ from an open subset of TPσi to TPσj such that φipWi X Wjq Ď

Ť

ζăτJ
pN1q

ζ
8,R for

the corresponding face τJ of σi, and the transition map φj ˝ φ
´1
i is the restriction of ψ to

φipWi XWjq.

A face structure on an extended polyhedral space X endowed with the corresponding atlas
of charts, as above, is the choice, for each i, of an extended polyhedral complex structure Xi

with |Xi| “ Xi, and a finite collection θ1, . . . , θN of closed set called facets for some integer
N P N such that the following properties hold:

‚ The facets cover X.
‚ Each θk is entirely contained in some chart Wi for i P I so that the image φipθkq is the
intersection of a face ηk,i of Xi with the open set Ui.

‚ For a subset J Ď rN s containing k, and for any chart Wi containing θk, the image of
the intersection

Ş

jPJ θj by φi in Ui coincides with the intersection of a face of ηk,i with
Ui.

A face in this face structure is the preimage by φi of a face of ηj,i for a j P rN s and for an
i P I with θj ĎWi. Note that each face is contained in a chart Wi. We define the sedentarity
of a face δ in a given chart Wi as the sedentarity of any point in the relative interior of φipδq,
viewed in Xi.

2.4. Canonical compactifications: global case. Consider a polyhedral complex Y in a
real vector space NR » Rn. The recession pseudo-fan of Y that we denote by Y8 is the set
of cones tδ8

ˇ

ˇ δ P Y u. In the case where this collection forms a fan, we call Y8 the recession
fan of Y . Any polyhedral complex Y admits a subdivision whose recession pseudo-fan is a
fan [AP20c,OR11].

Let now Y be a polyhedral complex in NR » Rn with recession fan Y8. The canonical
compactification of Y denoted by Y is defined as the closure of Y in the tropical toric variety
TPY8 . It has a natural stratification given by cones σ P Y8. Consider a stratum Nσ

8,R of TPσ
and define Y σ

8 as the intersection of Y with Nσ
8,R. We drop 8 if there is no risk of confusion

and simply write Y σ. We call Y 0 “ Y the open part of the compactification Y . The boundary
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at infinity D is defined as D “ Y zY . For each non-zero cone σ in Y8, let Dσ be the closure
of Y σ in Y .

Theorem 2.1 (Tropical orbit-stratum correspondence). Notations as above, for each cone
σ P Y8, we have the following.

(1) The stratum Y σ is a polyhedral complex in Nσ
8,R.

(2) The recession pseudo-fan pY σq8 of Y σ is a fan. Moreover, it coincides with the fan
pY8q

σ
8 in Nσ

8,R.
(3) Dσ coincides with the canonical compactification of Y σ in Nσ

8,R, i.e., D
σ “ Y σ.

(4) If Y has pure dimension d, then Y σ and Dσ are of pure dimension d´ |σ|.

It follows from the above properties that Y is an extended polyhedral structure with a face
structure induced from that of Y .

2.5. Smooth tropical varieties. Smoothness in tropical geometry reflects in polyhedral ge-
ometry the idea of maximal degeneracy for varieties defined over non-Archimedean fields. We
will elaborate on this in our forthcoming work. Since this is a local notion, it amounts to
fixing a good class of fans and their supports as local charts. Building on the Hodge theoretic
interpretation of maximal degeneracy [Del97], our work [AP20c] suggests these are fans which
should satisfy the Poincaré duality for tropical cohomology, and which should have canonical
compactifications of Tate type, meaning that the tropical cohomology of the canonical com-
pactification is concentrated in Hodge bidegrees pp, pq (see below for the definition of tropical
cohomology). By [AP20b], the class of tropically smooth fans contains all Bergman fans in-
cluding therefore complete fans. In this paper, Bergman fans are the ones which will serve as
local charts, so we recall what we mean by a Bergman fan.

A Bergman fan is a fan which has the same support as the Bergman fan of a matroid (the
condition concerns only the support and not the fan structure itself). Let M be a simple
matroid on a ground set E of rank r ` 1. We refer to [Oxl11,Wel10] for the definition and
basic properties of matroids. A discussion can be also found in our paper [AP20c]. Denote
by teiuiPE the standard basis of ZE . For a subset A Ď E, let eA be the sum

ř

iPA ei in ZE .
Consider the lattice N “ ZE

L

ZeE . The Bergman fan of M denoted by ΣM is a rational fan
in NR of dimension r defined as follows. A flag of proper flats F in M is a collection

F : ∅ ‰ F1 Ĺ F2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ F` ‰ E

consisting of proper flats F1, . . . , F` of M. To such a flag, we associate the rational cone
σF Ď NR of dimension ` generated by the vectors eF1 , eF2 , . . . , eF` , i.e.,

σF :“
!

λ1eF1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ`eF`

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
λ1, . . . , λ` ě 0

)

.

The Bergman fan ΣM of M consists of all the cones σF for F a flag of proper flats of M:

ΣM :“
!

σF

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
F flag of proper flats of M

)

.

It has pure dimension r.
A Bergman support in a real vector space W is a subset S Ď W which is isomorphic to

|ΣM| via a linear map φ : W Ñ RE
L

ReE . A fan Σ in W is called Bergman if its support |Σ| is
Bergman. IfW is equipped with a full rank lattice NW and the map φ induces an isomorphism
between the two lattices NW X TS and N , we say Σ is a rational Bergman fan.
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Note that the above terminologies are consistent in the sense that the Bergman fan ΣM

of a matroid M is an example of a Bergman fan. In addition, any complete fan in a real
vector space is Bergman. The tropicalization of the complement of a hyperplane arrangement
is Bergman as well [AK06]. The category of Bergman fans is closed under product [AP20b].

A smooth tropical variety is an extended polyhedral space with an integral affine structure
that is locally modeled by supports of Bergman fans [IKMZ19,MZ14,JSS19]. In other words,
any point has a neighborhood which is isomorphic to an open set in ΣˆRk for some Bergman
fan Σ.

We have the following theorem [AP20a].

Theorem 2.2. Consider a rational polyhedral complex Y in NR with smooth support. Assume
the recession fan Y8 of Y is unimodular. In this case, the canonical compactification Y of
Y has smooth support. If the polyhedral structure on Y is unimodular, then the extended
polyhedral structure induced on Y is unimodular as well.

In particular, canonical compactifications of unimodular Bergman fans are smooth.

A rationally triangulable smooth projective tropical varietyX is by definition a smooth trop-
ical variety which is isomorphic to the canonical compactification Y of a rational polyhedral
complex Y with smooth support such that the recession fan Y8 is unimodular and quasi-
projective. Recall that a rational fan Σ in NR is called quasi-projective if the corresponding
toric variety PΣ is quasi-projective [Ful93]. By the triangulation theorem proved in [AP20c],
any rationally triangulable smooth projective tropical variety admits a triangulation which is
unimodular with respect to the lattice 1

mN for some positive integer m.

2.6. Tropical homology and cohomology. Tropical homology and cohomology groups were
introduced by Itenberg-Katzarkov-Mikhalkin-Zharkov [IKMZ19] and further studied in [JSS19,
MZ14,JRS18,GS19b,AP20c]. We briefly recall the definition of these groups.

Consider an extended polyhedral spaceX with a face structure. We define the multi-tangent
and multi-cotangent coefficient groups Fppδq and Fppδq associated to each face δ of X. All
together, they lead to the definition of chain and cochain complexes which define the tropical
homology and cohomology groups of X.

Let δ be a face of X and p be a non-negative integer. The p-th multi-tangent and the p-th
multi-cotangent spaces Fppδq and Fppδq of X at δ are defined by

Fppδq “
ÿ

ηąδ
sedpηq“sedpδq

ŹpTη, and Fppδq “ Fppδq‹,

where as before Fppδq‹ means the dual of Fppδq. An inclusion of faces γ ă δ of X gives natural
maps iδąγ : Fppδq Ñ Fppγq and i˚γăδ : Fppγq Ñ Fppδq.

For a non-negative integer p, the cellular chain complex

Cp,‚ : . . . ÝÑ Cp,q`1pXq
B
trop
q`1
ÝÝÝÑ Cp,qpXq

B
trop
q

ÝÝÝÝÑ Cp,q´1pXq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

is defined by setting
Cp,qpXq :“

à

δPX
|δ|“q

Fppδq,
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for any non-negative integer q, and by using maps iδąγ with signs as in cellular homology
theory. The tropical homology of X is defined by taking the homology of the tropical chain
complex, that is,

H trop
p,q pXq :“ HqpCp,‚q.

Similarly, we can define the cochain complex

Cp,‚ : . . . ÝÑ Cp,q´1pXq
B
q´1
trop
ÝÝÝÑ Cp,qpXq

B
q
trop

ÝÝÝÝÑ Cp,q`1pXq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

with
Cp,qpXq :“ Cp,qpXq

‹ »
à

δPX
|δ|“q

Fppδq,

and define the tropical cohomology of X by

Hp,q
troppXq :“ HqpCp,‚q.

If the polyhedral structure X is rational, tropical homology and cohomology groups can be
defined with integer or rational coefficients. In fact, for each face δ, we have Tδ “ Nδ,R for
the lattice Nδ associated to δ, and one can define

Fppδ,Zq “
ÿ

ηąδ
sedpηq“sedpδq

ŹpNη, and Fppδ,Zq “ Fppδ,Zq_

and define the corresponding complexes CZ
p,‚ and C

p,‚
Z with Z-coefficients. This gives

H trop
p,q pX,Zq :“ HqpC

Z
p,‚q Hp,q

troppX,Zq :“ HqpCp,‚Z q.

Similarly, we get H trop
p,q pX,Qq and H

p,q
troppX,Qq.

Compact smooth tropical varieties satisfy Poincaré duality. This was proved by Jell-Shaw-
Smacka [JSS19] with rational coefficients and by Jell-Rau-Shaw [JRS18] for integral coeffi-
cients.

In this paper, unless otherwise stated, the cohomology and homology groups are all with
rational coefficients.

3. Minkowski weights and tropical cycles

The aim of this section is to introduce the Minkowski weights and to explain how they give
rise to tropical cycles. We refer to [AR10,MS15,MR09,GS19a] for the definition of tropical
cycles and their basic properties.

3.1. Minkowski weights. Let p, d be two non-negative integers with p ď d, and let Y be
a unimodular polyhedral complex with smooth support of pure dimension d in NR with a
unimodular recession fan Y8. By Theorem 2.2, the closure X “ Y of Y in TPY8 is smooth.
We denote by X and Y the supports of X and Y , respectively.

Assume for each face δ of Y of dimension d ´ p we are given a weight which is an integer
(or a rational number, depending on the context) denoted by wpδq. Let C :“ pYpd´pq, wq be
the corresponding weighted polyhedral complex Y with the weight function w on the facets
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MWd´ppY q H trop

d´p,d´ppXq Hd´p,d´p
trop pXq‹ Hp,p

troppXq

Cd´ppXq Hd´p,d´p
Dolb pX,Rq‹ Hd´p,d´p

trop pX,Rq‹

»

PD

»

Figure 1. Main relations between Minkowski weights, tropical cycles and
tropical homology and cohomology.

of Ypd´pq. The weight function w is called a Minkowski weight of dimension d´ p on Y if the
following balancing condition is verified:

@ γ P Yd´p´1,
ÿ

δ ą̈γ

wpδqeδ{γ “ 0 P Nγ .

Here eδ{γ is the primitive vector of the ray ρδ{γ corresponding to δ in Nγ
R and the sum is over

the face δ such that γ is a subface of codimension one in δ. We denote by MWd´ppY q the
set of all Minkowski weights of dimension d ´ p on Y . Addition of weights cell by cell turns
MWd´ppY q into a group.

From an element of w P MWd´ppY q, we naturally obtain an element of the homology group
H trop

d´p,d´ppXq by setting on each pd ´ pq-dimensional face δ the canonical unit multivector nδ
of δ in Fd´ppδq with the corresponding coefficient wpδq.

3.2. Tropical cycle associated to a Minkowski weight. Each Minkowski weight on Y
gives a tropical cycle in X. This is obtained by taking the closure C “ pY pd´pq, wq of Yd´p in X

with the same weight function w on its facets. We call C the tropical cycle in X corresponding
to the Minkowski weight w on Y . Tropical cycles in X which are of this form, for a given choice
of a rational polyhedral structure Y on the open part Y of X, are called admissible.

3.3. Relation with tropical homology. Each tropical cycle of codimension p gives by in-
tegration an element of Hd´p,d´p

Dolb pX,Rq‹, and thus of Hd´p,d´p
trop pX,Rq‹ via the isomorphism

between tropical Dolbeault cohomology and tropical singular cohomology [JSS19]. This is
depicted in the diagram of Figure 1. In this diagram, we represent the set of tropical cycles
of codimension p on X by Cd´ppXq.

4. Integral tropical Hodge conjecture in the local case

In this section, unless otherwise explicitly stated, we work with integral coefficients.

4.1. Hodge isomorphism for Bergman fans. Let Σ be a unimodular Bergman fan of
dimension d and consider its canonical compactification Σ. In this section we explain why
Theorem 4.1 induces an integral version of the Hodge conjecture.

Theorem 4.1 (Hodge isomorphism for Bergman fans). For a unimodular Bergman fan Σ of
dimension d, the cycle class map

cl : AppΣq „ÝÝÑ Hp,p
troppΣq

induces an isomorphism between the Chow groups of Σ and the tropical cohomology groups of
Σ. Moreover, this isomorphism is compatible with the diagram of Figure 2.
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This theorem can be regarded as the tropical analogue of a theorem of Feichtner and Yuzvin-
sky [FY04], which establishes a similar result for wonderful compactifications of hyperplane
arrangement complements. We furthermore show in [AP20b] that the cohomology groups
Hp,q

troppΣq for p ‰ q are all trivial.

4.2. The Chow ring of a Bergman fan. We recall the definition of the Chow groups;
connection to tropical cycles is explained in the next subsection. For any ray % P Σ1, let e% be
the generator of %XN .

The Chow ring A‚pΣq is the graded ring defined as the quotient of the polynomial ring
Zrx% | % P Σ1s, with generator x% associated to the ray % of Σ, by the homogeneous ideal
I1 ` I2 where

‚ the ideal I1 is generated by monomials of the form
ś

%PS x% for any subset S Ď Σ1 of
rays which does not form a cone in Σ; and

‚ the ideal I2 is generated by elements of the form
ÿ

%PΣ1

xm, e%yx%

for any element m in the dual lattice M “ N_.
Here x ¨ , ¨ y is the duality pairing between M and N .

If σ is any cone of Σ of dimension p, we set

xσ :“
ź

%PΣ1
%ăσ

x% P Appσq.

One can show that for any two maximal cones η, η1 P Σd, we have xη “ xη1 . Moreover, the
top degree part AdpΣq is of rank one and is generated by xη.

From this, we deduce the degree map deg : AdpΣq „ÝÑ Z by mapping α onto 1. This map
induces a perfect pairing

AkpΣq ˆ Ad´kpΣq Ñ Z,
y , z ÞÑ degpy ¨ zq.

4.3. Integral tropical Hodge conjecture in the local case. We can adapt the diagram of
Figure 1 to our local case. The diagram can be furthermore completed thanks to the following
theorem from [AHK18].

Theorem 4.2. Let Σ be a unimodular fan in NR of dimension d. Then, there is an isomor-
phism AppΣq » MWd´ppΣq.

Thereby, we obtain the diagram in Figure 2. By Theorem 4.1, every map in the first row
is an isomorphism. (The one in the middle concerning H trop

d´p,d´ppΣ,Zq » Hd´p,d´p
trop pΣ,Zq_ is

explained in [AP20b].) As a consequence, to any element α of Hp,p
troppΣ,Zq we can associate an

admissible tropical cycle in Cd´ppΣq with integral coefficients whose image by the cycle class
map is α. This is the integral Hodge conjecture in the local case.

We will prove Theorem 1.1 by generalizing this picture to the global setting, by showing
that each element in the kernel of the monodromy is the image by the cycle class map of an
admissible tropical cycle with rational coefficients.
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AppΣ,Zq MWd´ppΣ,Zq H trop

d´p,d´ppΣ,Zq Hd´p,d´p
trop pΣ,Zq_ Hp,p

troppΣ,Zq

Cd´ppΣ,Zq Hd´p,d´p
Dolb pΣ,Rq‹ Hd´p,d´p

trop pΣ,Rq‹

» »

PD

»

Figure 2. The local analogue of the diagram of Figure 1.

5. Tropical Steenbrink double complex and the comparison theorem

Let X be a rationally triangulable compact smooth tropical variety of dimension d. Let X
be a unimodular triangulation of X. Denote by Xf the set of faces of X that do not intersect
the boundary at infinity of X. In [AP20c] we defined the first page of the tropical Steenbrink
sequence associated to X by

STa,b1 :“
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b,s1

where
STa,b,s1 :“

à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b´spδq.

Here, we set Hkpδq :“ HkpΣ
δ
q “

À

p`q“kH
p,q
troppΣ

δ
q. The definition is motivated by classical

Hodge theory where the Steenbrink spectral sequence is a spectral sequence which calculates
the weight-graded pieces of the limit mixed Hodge structure for a degenerating family X ˚

over the punctured disk 4˚. It has a first page with a shape similar to the tropical one above,
and described by the the special fiber of a semistable extension X of the family X ˚ over 4
(which exists after a finite ramified base change of the base). In the tropical setting, the group
Hkpδq is zero unless k is even in which case, we get Hkpδq “ H

k{2,k{2
trop pΣ

δ
q » Ak{2pΣδq. In

particular, the bigraded piece STa,b1 in the tropical setting is trivial if b is odd.
In the tropical Steenbrink sequence, the differentials of bidegree p1, 0q are given by d :“

Gys` i˚, where

ia,b˚ : STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b
1 , and Gysa,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b

1 .

The map i˚ corresponds to the restriction in cohomology, and Gys is the Poincaré dual of the
restriction map. The precise definition can be found in [AP20c]. We proved in [AP20c] that
for a unimodular triangulation X of X and for any integer b, the differential d makes ST‚,b1 into
a cochain complex. We denote by HapST‚,b1 ,dq the a-th cohomology of this cochain complex.

The cohomology of the Steenbrink cochain complex can be computed by the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Steenbrink-Tropical comparison theorem). Notations as above, let X be a
compact smooth tropical variety of dimension d. Let X be a unimodular triangulation of X.
The cohomology of pST‚,b1 , dq is described in the following way. If b is odd, then all the terms
STa,b1 are zero, and the cohomology is vanishing. For b even, writing b “ 2p for p P Z, we have
for any q P Z a canonical isomorphism

Hq´ppST‚,2p1 , dq » Hp,q
troppXq.
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In the complex approximable case, i.e., when X arises as the tropicalization of a family
of complex projective varieties, this theorem is proved in [IKMZ19]. The statement in this
generality is proved in [AP20c]. Related work on integral affine manifold with singularities
can be found in [GS10,GS06,Rud10,Rud20].

This isomorphism restricted to the kernel of the monodromy in Hp,p
troppXq will be explicitly

described in Section 5.3.

5.1. Monodromy. The monodromy operator N on ST‚,‚1 is of bidegree p2,´2q and is given
by the identity map id on the relevant parts. More precisely, N : STa,b1 Ñ STa`2,b´2

1 is given
on each nontrivial part by

N |STa,b,s1
“

#

id : STa,b,s1 Ñ STa`2,b´2,s
1 if s ě |a` 2|,

0 otherwise.

It is not hard to see that it is a Lefschetz operator which verifies the Hard Lefschetz property
around 0, that is, the map

Nk : ST´k,b`k1 Ñ STk,b´k1

is an isomorphism for any k. The Hard Lefschetz property around 0 will be denoted by HL in
the sequel.

The operatorN commutes moreover with the differential and induces a monodromy operator
on the cohomology ST‚,‚2 that we still denote by N . This induced operator verifies as well HL
as we proved in [AP20c].

We have the following characterization of the monodromy operator in terms of the eigenwave
map φ defined in [MZ14] and the monodromy on tropical Dolbeault cohomology [Liu19].

Theorem 5.2. The monodromy operator N : Hp,q
troppXq Ñ Hp´1,q`1

trop pXq coincides with the
eigenwave operator φ. With real coefficients, it coincides as well with the monodromy operator
on Dolbeault cohomology.

Proof. The proof of the first statement is given in [MZ14] in the complex approximable case,
i.e., in the case the tropical variety arises as a tropical limit of a family of complex projective
varieties, and it is proved in [AP20c] for the general case. The proof of the second statement
is a consequence of [Jel19] which relates the eigenwave operator to the monodromy operator
on tropical Dolbeault cohomology. �

5.2. Polarization. We now describe a natural polarization on ST‚,‚1 , which after passing to the
cohomology, induces a polarization on cohomology groups HapST‚,b1 ,dq. We refer to [AP20c]
for more details. The material in this section will allow us later to describe the cohomology
classes associated to Minkowski weights.

We can define a natural bilinear form ψ on ST‚,‚1 as follows. Take two elements x P STa,b,s1

and y P STa
1,b1,s1

1 , for integers a, b, s, a1, b1, s1. We can write

x “
ÿ

δPXf
|δ|“s

xδ
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with xδ P Ha`b´spδq, and similarly for y. The degree map is defined by setting

degpx ¨ yq :“

$

&

%

ř

δPXf
|δ|“s

degpxδ ¨ yδq if s “ s1,

0 otherwise.

where degpxδ ¨yδq is defined in Section 4.2. Note that the notation x ¨y in the above expression
simply means

ř

δ
xδyδ whenever this makes sense, with the sum running over the corresponding

δ, and it is set to zero otherwise. The bilinear form ψ is now defined by

ψpx, yq :“

#

εpa, bq degpx ¨ yq if a` a1 “ 0, b` b1 “ 2d, and s1 “ s,
0 otherwise,

where for a pair of integers a, b, with b even, we set

εpa, bq :“ p´1qa`
b
2 ,

and for b odd, we define εpa, bq :“ 1. In this latter case, we necessarily have x “ 0.

We proved in [AP20c] that the bilinear pairing ψ satisfies the following nice properties.

Proposition 5.3. For any pair of elements x, y P
À

a,b STa,b1 , we have

(i) ψpx, yq “ p´1qdψpy, xq.
(ii) ψpNx, yq ` ψpx,Nyq “ 0.
(iii) ψpdx, yq ` ψpx,dyq “ 0.

It follows from this proposition that the polarization ψ induces a polarization on the coho-
mology groups HapST‚,b1 ,dq. By this we mean the following. First, since rd, N s “ 0, we get an
induced map

N : HapST‚,b1 ,dq Ñ Ha`2pST‚,b´2
1 , dq.

Now, since ψpd ¨ , ¨ q “ ´ψp ¨ ,d ¨ q, we get an induced pairing

ψ : H‚pST‚,‚1 ,dq ˆH‚pST‚,‚1 ,dq Ñ Q.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4. The following properties hold. For any integer a ě 0, we have

‚ The map Na : H´apST‚,b1 , dq Ñ HapST‚,b´2a
1 , dq is an isomorphism. In other words,

the induced monodromy operator N on cohomology groups satisfies the Hard Lefschetz
property HL.

‚ The polarization ψ induces a non-degenerate bilinear form ψp ¨ , Na ¨ q on H´apST‚,b1 ,dqˆ

H´apST‚,2d´b`2a
1 ,dq.

‚ Let a ě 0 and b be two integers, and denote by P´a,b the primitive part of H´apST‚,b1 , dq
with respect to the monodromy defined by

P´a,b :“ ker
´

Na`1 : H´apST‚,b1 ,dq ÝÑ Ha`2pST‚,b´2a´2
1 , dq

¯

.

Then, we have the decomposition into primitive parts

H´apST‚,b1 ,dq “
à

sě0

N sP´a´2s,b`2s.
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Moreover, this decomposition is orthogonal for the pairing ψp ¨ , Na ¨ q meaning that the
term N sP´a´2s,b`2s of the above decomposition and the term N s1P´a´2s1,2d´b`2a`2s1

in the primitive decomposition of H´apST‚,2d´b`2a
1 ,dq are orthogonal for s ‰ s1.

Proof. This follows from the assumption that X is projective, which shows the existence of a
tropical Kähler form on X, and from Theorem 6.19 in [AP20c] which proves a more refined
statement in terms of the corresponding Hodge-Lefschetz structure. �

By Steenbrink-tropical comparison theorem, the above statement can be translated to trop-
ical cohomology. In particular, we get the decomposition

Hp,q
troppX,Qq “

à

sě0

N sPHp`s,q´s
trop pX,Qq

where for any pair of integers p, q with p ě q, we set

PHp,q
troppX,Qq :“ ker

´

Np´q`1 : Hp,q
troppX,Qq ÝÑ Hq´1,p`1

trop pX,Qq
¯

,

for the primitive parts with respect to the monodromy operator. Moreover, the decomposition
is orthogonal with respect to the pairing ψp ¨ , Np´q ¨ q.

5.3. Explicit isomorphism between primitive parts P 0,2p and PHp,p
trop. In this section we

describe more explicitly the isomorphism given by the comparison Theorem 5.1 restricted to
primitive parts of respective bidegree p0, 2pq and pp, pq in the Steenbrink sequence and tropical
cohomology groups, respectively. These are the relevant parts for our purpose.

5.3.1. Idea of the proof of the comparison theorem. Theorem 5.1 is proved in Section 5 of
[AP20c]. We recall the main ideas here.

We wish to link the cohomology groups of the tropical Steenbrink sequence ST‚,2p1 with those
of Cp,‚troppXq. The basic idea is based on the use of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.5 (Zigzag isomorphism). Let A‚,‚ be a double complex with differentials d and d1

of respective degree p1, 0q and p0, 1q. Assume that
‚ dd1 ` d1d “ 0,
‚ Ab,b

1

“ 0 if b ă 0 or b1 ă 0,
‚ Ab,‚ is exact if b ą 0,
‚ A‚,b

1

is exact if b1 ą 0.
Then, there is a canonical isomorphism

H‚pA0,‚q » H‚pA‚,0q.

In this lemma, the isomorphism is given by d1´1dd1´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dd1´1d: A0,p Ñ Ap,0, where, by
d1´1 we mean choosing any preimage by d1 of an element. This map is not well-defined a priori.
Nevertheless, we can prove that it induces a well-defined map on the level of the cohomology.

Coming back to our situation, assume now that there exists a double complex A which
verifies the conditions of the lemma and moreover, A0,‚ “ Cp,‚r´1s and A‚,0 “ ST‚,2p1 r´1s as
in Figure 3. Then the zigzag lemma implies the isomorphism in cohomology.

Actually, this is not exactly what we do in [AP20c] as the situation is more complicated.
We first need to introduce spectral sequences that compute the tropical cohomology groups
and the cohomology groups of ST‚,2p1 . Then we are able to introduce a triple complex, which
is the analogue in the setting of spectral sequences of the double complex A‚,‚ above. This
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Cp,‚trop

ST
‚
,2
p

1

A‚,‚

Figure 3. Illustration of the zigzag lemma between ST‚,2p1 and Cp,‚trop

we can do thanks to the tropical Deligne resolution of the coefficient sheaves (cf. Section 5.3
of [AP20c]). Finally, we need to prove a more general version of the zigzag lemma, called the
spectral resolution lemma, in order to link both these spectral sequences. All this turns out
to be quite technical.

This being said, as far as for the parts which are of interest to us in this paper, everything
happens to be luckily on the border, and the restriction of the isomorphism and the analysis
can be made completely explicit. The idea is depicted in Figure 3 and the details will be
given in the next section. In that figure, the zigzag arrow is the part we have to study in (the
spectral resolution analogue of) A‚,‚; everything on the right hand side and below this zigzag
arrow is trivial in the double complex. The arrow itself is given in detail in Figure 4. The start
of the arrow is the kernel of the monodromy in ST0,2p

1 . The end of the arrow is a subquotient
of Cp,ptroppXq.

With this preparation, we can now explain the details of this scheme.

5.3.2. Details of the zigzag. Looking at the definitions, we get that

kerpN : ST0,2p
1 Ñ ST2,2p´2

1 q “
à

vPXf ,0

H2ppvq,

where the sum is over vertices of Xf . Hence we need to describe the map from
À

vPXf ,0
H2ppvq

to Cp,ptroppXq which induces the isomorphism on the cohomology given by the Steenbrink-Tropical
comparison theorem.

As already mentioned above, from the analysis carried out in Section 5 of [AP20c], we infer
that this isomorphism is given by the diagram of Figure 4.

In this diagram, the notation δ ą̈γ in the direct sum running over faces γ in X of dimension
k means we consider any face δ of X such that γ is a face of codimension one in δ (and so δ
has dimension k ` 1), and such that in addition, we have sedpδq “ sedpγq. If γ ă̈ δ, we have
two natural maps. The first one is

¨ ^ ν‹δ{γ :
ŹkT‹γ ÝÑ

Źk`1T‹δ,

α ÞÝÑ rα^ ν‹δ{γ .

Here, rα is any extension of α to
ŹkT‹δ, and we recall that ν‹δ{γ P T‹δ is zero on Tγ, nonnegative

on Tδ and induces a primitive vector in Mδ “ N_δ . The image of α does not depend on the
chosen extension. For the second map, recall first that by the Hodge isomorphism theorem,
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à

vPX0

H2ppvq
à

vPXf
|v|“0

H2ppvq
à

γPX0
δ ą̈γ

Ź0T‹γ bH2p´2pδq
à

γPX1
δ ą̈γ

Ź1T‹γ bH2p´4pδq

à

γPX0

Ź0T‹γ bH2ppγq
à

γPX1

Ź1T‹γ bH2p´2pγq ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨

à

γPXp´1

δ ą̈γ

Źp´1T‹γ bH0pδq à

γPXp

ŹpT‹γ Cp,ptroppXq

¨ ¨ ¨

à

γPXp´1

Źp´1T‹γ bH2pγq
à

γPXp

ŹpT‹γ bH0pγq

Figure 4. Zigzag diagram giving the isomorphism P 0,2p » PHp,p
troppXq

we have H2kpδq » AkpΣδq. Moreover, any ray % in the star fan Σδ can be naturally identified
with a ray %1 of Σγ . Hence, we naturally get a map ι : AkpΣδq Ñ AkpΣγq by mapping x% to
x%1 . The Gysin map is then given by

Gys: AkpΣδq ÝÑ Ak`1pΣγq,

x ÞÝÑ ιpxq ¨ xρδ{γ ,

where ρδ{γ is the ray corresponding to δ is Σγ .

The maps in Figure 4 are naturally given by (the tensor product of) the two maps we just
described, up to some signs. More precisely, the first two and the last two maps are the natural
ones. For the arrows going to the left, if we fix a pair of faces δ ą̈γ and a face γ1 of dimensions
k ` 1, k, and k, respectively, then the map

ŹkT‹γ bH2pp´k´1qpδq Ñ
ŹkT‹γ1 bH2pp´kqpγ1q

is given by 0 if γ ‰ γ1, and by
signpγ, δq idbGysδąγ ,

if γ “ γ1. For the arrows going to the right, and for a pair of faces δ ą̈ γ and a face δ1 of
dimensions k ` 1, k, and k ` 1, respectively, the map

ŹkT‹γ bH2pp´k´1qpδq Ñ
ŹkT‹γ1 bH2pp´kqpγ1q

is given by 0 if δ ‰ δ1, and by
p ¨ ^ ν‹δ{γq b id

if δ “ δ1.
Note that all the maps except the first one are surjective. Therefore, to an element of

À

vPXf ,0
H2ppvq we can associate an element of Cp,ptroppXq by following the diagram, and making

some choices. However, as explained above, the induced map on the level of the cohomology
groups does not depend on these choices and is thus well-defined. The resulting map we obtain
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in this way is the restriction of the Steenbrink-Tropical comparison isomorphism of Theorem
5.1 which goes from P 0,2p to PHp,p

trop.

5.4. Pairing with Minkowski weights. Let Y be the open part of X and let Y be the
unimodular triangulation induced by X on Y . Let p ě 0 and let w be a Minkowski weight in
MWppY q. The weight w naturally induces a map w : Xp Ñ Q which we also denote by w.

Let v be a vertex on Xf . Let αv P H2ppvq. We can represent αv as follows

αv “
ÿ

ηąv
|η|“p

av,ηxη P AppΣvq.

The Minkowski weight w naturally induces an element wv in MWppΣ
vq. Via the pairing

AppΣvq ˆMWppΣ
vq Ñ Q, we thus get the rational number

xαv, wvy “
ÿ

ηăv
|η|“p

av,ηwvpηq.

The fact that this sum does not depend on the chosen representative of αv is a consequence
of the balancing condition (cf. [AHK18]). By summing over all the vertices of Xf , we get a
pairing between kerpN : ST0,2p

1 Ñ ST2,2p´2
1 q »

À

vH
2ppvq and MWppY q. One can prove that

this induces a pairing
P 0,2p ˆMWppY q Ñ Q.

On the other hand, let c P Cp,ppXq. We write c “
ř

ηPXp cη with cη P Fppηq. Then we get
a pairing between Cp,ppXq and MWppY q by setting

xc, wy “
ÿ

ηPXp

wpηqcηpnηq,

where we recall that nη is the canonical unit multivector in
ŹpTη. Once again, this induces a

pairing
PHp,p

troppXq ˆMWppY q Ñ Q.
Let α P PHp,p

troppXq. Let C “ pXpd´pq, wq be the tropical cycle associated to w. Then the above
pairing is compatible with the integration on tropical Dolbeault cohomology in the sense of
[JSS19]:

ż

C
α “ xα,wy,

for any α P PHp,ppXq ãÑ Hp,p
DolbpX,Rq.

The following theorem states that the two pairing defined above are compatible with the
Steenbrink-Tropical comparison theorem.

Theorem 5.6. The restriction of the isomorphism of Theorem 5.1 to P 0,2p „ÝÑ PHp,p
troppXq

commutes with the pairing with MWppY q in the sense that the following diagram commutes.

P 0,2p PHp,p
troppXq

MWppY q
‹

„
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Proof. It suffices to extend the pairing in a consistent way to all the pieces appearing in the
zigzag of Figure 4. We do it as follows. Let w be a Minkowski weight in MWppY q, and let
w : Xp Ñ Q be the corresponding map on Xp, as above. Let δ ą̈ γ be a pair of faces of
dimensions k ` 1 and k. Let βγ P

ŹkT‹γ and let αδ P H2pp´k´1qpδq. We set

xβγ b αδ, wy :“ signpγ, δqβγpnγqxαδ, wδy

where wδ is the natural element of MWd´k´1pΣ
δq induced by w. In the same way, if αγ P

H2pp´kqpγq, then we set
xβγ b αγ , wy :“ βγpnγqxαγ , wγy.

A direct computation shows that these pairings commute with the maps of the zigzag. This
concludes the proof of the theorem. �

6. Tropical surviving and relative cohomology groups

In this section we define the tropical surviving and relative cohomology groups.

First, we denote by K‚,‚ the kernel of the monodromy operator N : ST‚,‚1 Ñ ST‚,‚1 . It is
explicitly given by

Ka,b :“ STa,b,a1 “
à

δPXf
|δ|“a

Hbpδq.

In particular, since the monodromy operator is injective on STa,b1 for a ă 0, the groups Ka,b

are all trivial for any value of a ă 0. We can naturally endow Ka,b with the restriction of the
differential d, i.e., with i˚. We set

Hp,q
s pXq :“ Hq´ppK‚,2pq

and we call it the surviving cohomology of the tropical variety X with respect to the triangulation
X.

Remark 6.1. To justify the terminology, we note that in the approximable case, when the
tropical variety appears as the tropical limit of a projective family of complex varieties, using
the correspondence between faces of the tropical limit and the intersection of components of
the special fiber, the surviving cohomology gives a way to compute the weight-graded pieces
of the cohomology of X . More precisely, using the Deligne spectral sequence, the cohomology
group Hp,q

s pXq coincides with the weight 2p graded piece of the cohomology group Hp`q of
the special fiber. In the general case, a triangulation equipped with the double complex K‚,‚

given above plays the role of a virtual special fiber. ˛

Similarly, we denote by R‚,‚ the cokernel of the monodromy operator N : ST‚,‚1 Ñ ST‚,‚1 . It
is explicitly given by

Ra,b :“ STa,b,´a1 “
à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

H2a`bpδq.

Since the monodromy operator is surjective on STa,b1 for any a ą 0, the group Ra,b is trivial
for a ą 0. We can endow Ra,b with the restriction of the differential d, i.e., with Gys. We set

Hp,q
rel pXq :“ Hq´ppR‚,2pq

and we call it the relative cohomology of X relative to the triangulation X.
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To justify the name of the cohomology H‚,‚rel pXq, one can compare the proposition which
follows with the two triangles in the setting of complex manifolds, that we reproduce here
from Section 1.2.

H‚pĄX ˚q H‚pĄX ˚q

H‚pX ˚q

N

`1

H‚pX q H‚pX ˚q

H‚pX ,X ˚q

`1

If Φ: A‚ Ñ B‚ is a morphism of complexes, we denote by Cone‚pΦq the mapping cone of
Φ. We recall that it is defined by the total complex of the following double complex

¨ ¨ ¨ A0 A1

‚
A2 ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ B0

‚
B1 B2 ¨ ¨ ¨

Φ Φ Φ

where the pieces which form the degree zero part of the total complex are indicated by a dot.
Note that the differentials on the first row are minus the differentials on A‚.

Proposition 6.2. For any even integer p, we have the two following distinguished triangles
in the derived category of bounded cochain complexes

ST‚,p`2
1 ST‚,p1 r2s

Cone‚pNqr´1s

N

`1

K‚,p`2 Cone‚pNqr1s

R‚,p
`1

0

in which Cone‚pNq refers more precisely to

Cone‚
´

N : ST‚,p`2
1 Ñ ST‚,p1 r2s

¯

.

Proof. The first triangle is a distinguished triangle by definition.
The shifted mapping cone

Cone
´

N : ST‚,p`2
1 Ñ ST‚,p1 r2s

¯

r´1s

is given by the total complex associated to the following double complex

¨ ¨ ¨ ST´3,p`2
1 ST´2,p`2

1 ST´1,p`2
1 ST0,p`2

1
‚

¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ ST´1,p
1 ST0,p

1 ST1,p
1
‚

ST2,p
1 ¨ ¨ ¨

d d

N

d

N

d

N

d

N

d d d d d

Recall that R‚,p is the cokernel of N : ST‚,p`2
1 r´2s Ñ ST‚,p1 . Thus, we can naturally project

the second row onto R‚,pr1s to get the map on the right hand side of the second triangle.
The shifted mapping cone

Cone‚
´

K‚,p`2 Ñ Cone‚pNqr1s
¯

r´1s
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is given by the total complex associated to the following double complex

¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 K0,p`2

‚
K1,p`2 ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ ST´2,p`2
1 ST´1,p`2

1
‚

ST0,p`2
1 ST1,p`2

1 ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ ST0,p
1
‚

ST1,p
1 ST2,p

1 ST3,p
1 ¨ ¨ ¨

ι ι ι ι

N N N N

where the dots indicate the pieces of degree zero in the total complex. To simplify the notation,
we denote this total complex by T ‚.

We just have to prove that the natural projection π of the third row to R‚,p induces a
quasi-isomorphism between T ‚ and R‚,p.

First, we can compute the cohomology of T ‚ by the spectral sequence given by the filtration
by rows. For the first page, we simply obtain R‚,p (on the third row but without shift of the
degrees). Therefore, H‚pT ‚q » H‚pR‚,pq. It remains to prove that this isomorphism is given
by the projection π.

To do so, it suffices to prove that for any cocycle x of T a, a ď 0, if πpxq is a coboundary,
then x is a coboundary.

Let x be such an element. In what follows, we denote by d the horizontal coboundary maps
and by dT the coboundary maps of the total complex T ‚.

Write x “ x1 ` x2 ` x3 P T a with x1 P STa,p1 , x2 P STa´1,p`2
1 and x3 P Ka,p`2. Let

y1 P Ra´1,p such that dy1 “ πpxq. Let y1 P STa´1,p
1 such that πpy1q “ y1. Then πpx1´dy1q “ 0

and there exists y2 P STa´2,p`2
1 such that Ny2 “ x1 ´ dy1. Set y “ y1 ` y2. Since x

is a cocycle, dT px ´ dT yq “ 0. In particular, Npx2 ´ dy2q “ ´dpx1 ´ dy1 ´ Ny2q “ 0.
Since N : STa´1,p`2 Ñ STa`1,p is injective for a ď 0, we deduce that x2 ´ dy2 “ 0. Thus,
ιx3 “ ´dpx2 ´ dy2q “ 0. By the injectivity of ι, x3 “ 0. Finally, x “ dT py1 ` y2q is a
coboundary, which concludes the proof. �

7. Tropical Clemens-Schmid sequence

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.4.

7.1. Main theorem in an abstract setting. Let pC‚,dCq and pD‚, dDq be two bounded
cochain complexes. Let L : C‚ Ñ D‚r2s be a morphism of cochain complexes. We say that
L verifies the Hard Lefschetz property around 0 that we denote again by HL, if for any
nonnegative integer k, the map Ck´1 L

ÝÑ Dk`1 is injective provided k ď 0 and surjective
provided k ě 0.

Let H‚pC‚q and H‚pD‚q be the cohomology of C‚ and D‚, respectively. Assume that
dDL “ LdC , and that both L : C‚ Ñ D‚r2s and the induced map on cohomology L : H‚pC‚q Ñ
H‚pD‚qr2s verify the hard Lefschetz property around 0 HL. Finally, set

K‚ :“ ker
`

L : C‚ Ñ D‚r2s
˘

and R‚ :“ coker
`

L : C‚r´2s Ñ D‚
˘

.
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Then we can endow K‚ and R‚ with the corresponding differential operators to get two
cochain complexes. We denote their respective cohomology groups by H‚pK‚q and H‚pR‚q.
Theorem 7.1 (Abstract Clemens-Schmid sequence). With the above notations, we get the
two following long exact sequences depending on the parity of k

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hk´1pK‚q Ñ Hk´1pC‚q
L
ÝÑ Hk`1pD‚q Ñ Hk`1pR‚q Ñ Hk`1pK‚q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

Proof. First, by the definitions which preceded, we have an exact sequence

0 Ñ K‚r´1s Ñ C‚r´1s
L
ÝÑ D‚r1s Ñ R‚r1s Ñ 0.

By the injectivity of L on negative degrees, Kk “ 0 if k ă 0. In the same way, by the
surjectivity of L on degrees at least ´1, we get Rk “ 0 if k ą 0. We can thus unfold the
previous exact sequence of complexes into the diagram of Figure 5 where rows are all exact.

...
...

...

0 C´3 D´1 R´1 0

0 C´2 D0 R0 0

0 C´1 D1 0

0 K0 C0 D2 0

0 K1 C1 D3 0

...
...

...

Figure 5

For a cochain complex E‚ and an integer l, denote by E‚ďl the truncation of E‚ to parts of
degree at most l. From the above discussion, we thus get a short exact sequence

0 Ñ C‚ď´1r´1s
L
ÝÑ D‚ď1r1s Ñ R‚r1s Ñ 0,

given by the rows on top of the diagram in Figure 5 up to the middle row.
This short exact sequence induces a long exact sequence

(7.1)
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HkpC‚q

L
ÝÑ Hk`2pD‚q Ñ Hk`2pR‚q Ñ Hk`1pC‚q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H´2pC‚q
L
ÝÑ H0pD‚q Ñ H0pR‚q Ñ ?
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where the question mark on the right hand side is the cokernel of the map C´2 d
ÝÑ C´1, which

is a priori different from H´1pC‚q.

Actually we can split this long exact sequence into short exact sequences. Indeed, we
know that Hk´1pC‚q

L
ÝÑ Hk`1pD‚q is injective if k ď 0. Thus, maps of the form HkpR‚q Ñ

Hk´1pC‚q are zero in the sequence for any k ď ´1. For such an integer k, we get a short exact
sequence

0 Ñ Hk´2pC‚q
L
ÝÑ HkpD‚q Ñ HkpR‚q Ñ 0.

By a symmetric argument, we get short exact sequences

0 Ñ HkpK‚q Ñ HkpC‚q
L
ÝÑ Hk`2pD‚q Ñ 0,

for any k ě 1. By HL, we also know that we have an isomorphism

0 Ñ H´1pC‚q Ñ H1pD‚q Ñ 0.

Gluing all these short exact sequences, we almost get the long exact sequences of the theo-
rem. In fact, we directly get the long exact sequence in which all the degrees are odd integers,
i.e., with k in the statement of the theorem is even. To see this, note that for a positive even
integer k, we have

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H´k´1pK‚q
loooooomoooooon

0

Ñ H´k´1pC‚q
L
ÝÑ H´k`1pD‚q Ñ H´k`1pR‚q Ñ H´k`1pK‚q

loooooomoooooon

0

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H´1pK‚q
loooomoooon

0

Ñ H´1pC‚q
L
ÝÑ H1pD‚q Ñ H1pR‚q

looomooon

0

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hk´1pR‚q
loooomoooon

0

Ñ Hk´1pK‚q Ñ Hk´1pC‚q
L
ÝÑ Hk`1pD‚q Ñ Hk`1pR‚q

loooomoooon

0

Ñ Hk´1pK‚q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

which is exactly the above exact sequences, combined together.
For the other exact sequence in the theorem, i.e., when all the degrees are even, we can

apply a similar argument as above to treats all the other cases and reduce to proving the
exactness of the following six-term sequence

(7.2) 0 Ñ H´2pC‚q Ñ H0pD‚q
d´1

ÝÝÑ H0pR‚q
d0

ÝÑ H0pK‚q
d1

ÝÑ H0pC‚q Ñ H2pD‚q Ñ 0.

The exactness of the beginning of this sequence is a consequence of (7.1) and the injectivity
of L : H´2pC‚q Ñ H0pD‚q. By a symmetric argument, we infer the exactness of the end of
the sequence. It thus remains to describe the central map d0, and to prove the exactness of
the sequence at other places, i.e., to show that Impd´1q “ kerpd0q and Impd0q “ kerpd1q.

The end of the proof is essentially a diagram chasing. The definition of d0 is given by the
diagram depicted in Figure 6.

In this diagram, the usual maps have been removed for the sake of an increase in readability.
The drawn arrows indicate in which order the diagram chasing is done. For instance, the red
part has to be read as follows: take an element r in R0. There exists a preimage c of r in D0,
etc. An exclamation mark above a red arrow indicates that the preimage is unique.

The red part defines d0 by mapping r onto a2. Moreover, it shows that a2 belongs to
kerpK0 Ñ K1q. The blue part proves that a2 is independent of the choice of c: if instead
of c one chooses rc, then b2 will not change. Finally, the green part proves that if r is a
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0 C´3 D´1 R´1 0

0 C´2 D0 R0 0

0 C´1 D1 0

0 K0 C0 D2 0

0 K1 C1 D3 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

´c
´c

´r
´r

b
b

c
c

r
r

b1
b1

c1
c1

a2
a2

b2
b2

c2
c2

b3
b3

a3
a3

r
D

c

c1

0

!
b1

b2
!

a2

0
!

0

%
D

γ

“ 0

c´rc 0
β

β1

0

Figure 6. Definition of d0 in the six-term exact sequence (7.2).

coboundary, then c1 “ 0, which implies that a2 “ 0. Altogether, we thus get a well-defined
map d0 : H0pR‚q Ñ H0pK‚q.

Moreover, one can deduce from this diagram that the decomposition d0d´1 is zero. Indeed, if
c P kerpD0 Ñ D1q and if we denote by clpcq its class inH0, then we have d0d´1

`

clpcq
˘

“ cl pa2q.
But c1 “ 0, and so a2 “ 0.

By a somehow similar reasoning, we get d1d0 “ 0. Indeed, d1d0
`

cl prq
˘

“ cl pb2q and b2 is a
coboundary.

It remains to prove that kerpd0q Ď Impd´1q and that kerpd1q Ď Impd0q. For the first
inclusion, we use the diagram depicted in Figure 7. The red elements are defined as previously.
If d0

`

cl prq
˘

“ 0, then a2 “ 0, and the blue part of the diagram follows. Then b1 is in the kernel
of the map C´1 Ñ C0, and the map L : H´1pC‚q „ÝÑ H1pD‚q is an isomorphism mapping cl pb1q
onto cl pc1q. Since c1 is a coboundary, cl pc1q “ 0. Hence cl pb1q “ 0 and b1 is a coboundary.
From this, we get the green part. Finally, c´ rc P kerpD0 Ñ D1q and d´1 cl pc´ rcq “ clprq.

0 C´2 D0 R0 0

0 C´1 D1 0

0 K0 C0 D2 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

b c r

b1 c1

a2 b2 c2a2 b2 0

b1 c1

c r

“ 0 “ 0

„

rc 0
D

b

Figure 7. Proof of the inclusion kerpd0q Ď Impd´1q.

For the second inclusion kerpd1q Ď Impd0q, we use the diagram in Figure 8. Here a2 is an
element of the kernel kerpK0 Ñ K1q such that d1 cl pa2q “ 0. Thus, b2 is a coboundary, and
the red part follows. For the blue part, notice that c1 is in the kernel of D1 Ñ D2. We get a
cocycle rb1 P C´1 such that L cl prb1q “ cl pc1q. In particular, there exists a coboundary rc1 P D1
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such that Lrb1 “ c1 ´ rc1. For the green part, we consider the element b1 ´ rb1, and every green
arrow is clear. Finally, we construct a cocycle r in R0 such that d0 cl prq “ cl pa2q.

0 C´2 D0 R0 0

0 C´1 D1 0

0 K0 C0 D2 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

b c r

b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

0

a2 b2

D

b1 c1

0

rb1

0

c1 ´ rc1

b1 ´ rb1 rc1
D

c r

Figure 8. Proof of the inclusion kerpd1q Ď Impd0q.

Combining all the previous results together, we get that d0 is well-defined, that Impd´1q “

kerpd0q and that Impd0q “ kerpd1q. This implies that the sequence

0 Ñ H´2pC‚q Ñ H0pD‚q
d´1

ÝÝÑ H0pR‚q
d0

ÝÑ H0pK‚q
d1

ÝÑ H0pC‚q Ñ H2pD‚q Ñ 0

is exact. Gluing all these exact sequences together, we get the long exact sequence of the
theorem consisting only of even degrees. This means for an odd integer k ě 3, we have the
exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H´k´1pK‚q
loooooomoooooon

0

Ñ H´k´1pC‚q
L
ÝÑ H´k`1pD‚q Ñ H´k`1pR‚q Ñ H´k`1pK‚q

loooooomoooooon

0

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H´2pK‚q
loooomoooon

0

Ñ H´2pC‚q Ñ H0pD‚q Ñ H0pR‚q Ñ H0pK‚q Ñ H0pC‚q

Ñ H2pD‚q Ñ H2pR‚q
looomooon

0

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hk´1pR‚q
loooomoooon

0

Ñ Hk´1pK‚q Ñ Hk´1pC‚q
L
ÝÑ Hk`1pD‚q Ñ Hk`1pR‚q

loooomoooon

0

Ñ Hk`1pK‚q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

This concludes the proof of the theorem. �

7.2. Tropical Clemens-Schmid sequence. We now derive the tropical Clemens-Schmid
sequence from the theorem established in the previous section. So let X be a rationally
triangulable smooth projective tropical variety and fix a unimodular triangulation X of X.
Consider the monodromy operator N , of bidegree p2,´2q, acting on the tropical Steenbrink
double sequence ST‚,‚1 associated to N . We know that N verifies the Hard Lefschetz property
HL. In particular, N : STa´1,b

1 Ñ STa`1,b´2
1 is injective if a ď 0 and surjective if a ě 0. Thus,

the restriction N : ST‚,b1 Ñ ST‚,b´2
1 r2s is a monodromy operator verifying HL around 0 in the

sense of Section 7.1. Moreover, we know that N induces an operator on ST‚,‚2 “ ST‚,‚8 which
verifies HL. Thus, N : H‚

`

ST‚,b1

˘

Ñ H‚
`

ST‚,b´2
1

˘

r2s also verifies HL around 0.
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We can apply Theorem 7.1, setting p “ b{2 and q “ a` b{2, to get the long exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hp,q
s pX,Qq Ñ Hp,q

troppX,Qq
N
ÝÑ Hp´1,q`1

trop pX,Qq Ñ Hp´1,q`1
rel pX,Qq Ñ Hp,q`2

s pX,Qq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

Setting
HkpX,Qq :“

à

p`q“k

Hp,q
troppX,Qq, and

Hk
s pX,Qq :“

à

p`q“k

Hp,q
s pX,Qq, Hk

relpX,Qq :“
à

p`q“k

Hp,q
rel pX,Qq,

we can sum up the above exact sequences to get the tropical Clemens-Schmid exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hk
s pX,Qq Ñ HkpX,Qq N

ÝÑ HkpX,Qq Ñ Hk
relpX,Qq Ñ Hk`2

s pX,Qq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

as required. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.4. �

8. Existence of cycles with a given Hodge class: proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. Let X be a smooth projective tropical variety of
dimension d. Assume that X is rationally triangulable. We need to prove that any Hodge class
α, i.e., any element α in ker

`

N : Hp,p
troppX,Qq Ñ Hp´1,p`1

trop pX,Qq
˘

, is represented by a tropical
cycle. The statement that the image of the tropical cycle class map is in the kernel of the
tropical monodromy follows from Theorem 5.2 and the same result proved by Mikhalkin and
Zharkov [MZ14] for the eigenwave operator.

Replacing the underlying lattice by a rational multiple, we fix a unimodular triangulation
X of X with open part Y , and we will show the existence of a Minkowski weight in MWd´ppY q
whose associated cycle in X represents the Hodge class α.

By the tropical Clemens-Schmid exact sequence, we know that

ker
´

N : Hp,p
troppX,Qq Ñ Hp´1,p`1

trop pX,Qq
¯

“ Im
´

Hp,p
s pX,Qq Ñ Hp,p

troppX,Qq
¯

.

Moreover, by definition, we have

Hp,p
s pX,Qq “ ker

´

à

vPXf ,0

H2ppvq ÝÑ
à

ePXf ,1

H2ppeq
¯

.

Thus, every Hodge class is represented by a cocycle of

K0,2p “
à

vPXf ,0

H2ppvq.

The Hodge class α corresponds therefore to a collection of elements αv P H2ppvq, for v a
vertex in the finite part Xf , with the compatibility condition

@ e “ uv P Xf ,1, i˚văepαvq “ i˚uăepαuq.

For each simplex δ in Y and integer k, let MWkpδq :“ MWkpΣ
δq. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2

we have H2ppv,Qq » AppΣv,Qq » MWd´ppv,Qq. The fact that α is a cocycle and the
isomorphism H2ppe,Qq » MWd´ppe,Qq now imply that the Minkowski weights around each
vertex coincides on the star fans of the incident edges. This shows that αv glue together and
produce a Minkowski weight C “ pYpd´pq, wq of dimension d ´ p on Y . As we explained in
Section 3, this provides a tropical cycle C on X.
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It remains to prove that the cohomology class clpCq in Hp,p
troppX,Qq associated to C coincides

with α. Let β “ pβvqv P K0,2d´2p. For each vertex v in Xf ,0 and for each face η of dimension
d´ p containing v, we choose a rational coefficient bv,η P Q such that

βv “
ÿ

ηąv

bv,ηxη P Ad´ppΣv,Qq,

where the sum is over faces η of dimension d ´ p. The local isomorphism between the Chow
ring and the Minkowski weights given in Theorem 4.2 verifies the following equality for any
v P Xf ,0

degpαv ¨ βvq “
ÿ

ηąv

wpηqbv,η.

Hence,
degpα ¨ βq “

ÿ

vPXf ,0

ÿ

ηąv

wpηqbv,η.

Moreover, by Section 5.4, the pairing between w and β is

xβ,wy “
ÿ

vPXf ,0

ÿ

ηąv

wpηqbv,η.

Using Theorem 5.6, we get
ż

C
β “ xβ,wy “ degpα ¨ βq

which shows that the class of C coincides with α.
We proved that any Hodge class comes from a tropical cycle, which is the statement of

Theorem 1.1. �

9. Proof of Theorem 1.3

In this final section, we prove the equivalence of numerical and homological equivalence for
tropical cycles on smooth projective tropical varieties which admit a rational triangulation.

Let X be such a tropical variety of dimension d and consider a unimodular triangulation X
of X, which exists after replacing the lattice by a rational multiple. The monodromy operator
N is a Lefschetz operator on ST‚,‚1 and induces a Lefschetz operator on the cohomology of the
tropical Steenbrink double sequence. From this, and using the Steenbrink-Tropical comparison
theorem, we infer that Hp,p

troppX,Qq » H0pST‚,2ppXqq can be decomposed as a direct sum of the
form

Hp,ppX,Qq “ ker
´

N : Hp,ppXq Ñ Hp´1,p`1pXq
¯

à

Im
´

N : Hp`1,p´1pXq Ñ Hp,ppXq
¯

,

where all the cohomology groups are with rational coefficients. Similarly, we get for q “ d´ p,

Hq,qpX,Qq “ ker
´

N : Hq,qpXq Ñ Hq´1,q`1pXq
¯

à

Im
´

N : Hq`1,q´1pXq Ñ Hq,qpXq
¯

.

Consider as in Section 5 the polarization ψ on ST‚,‚1 which induces a polarization on the
cohomology. The bilinear pairing ψ restricted to Hp,ppXq ˆHq,qpXq coincides moreover with
the Poincaré duality pairing. The operator N verifies N‹ “ ´N , for N‹ the adjoint of N
with respect to ψ. It follows that the above decompositions of Hp,ppXq and Hq,qpX,Qq are
orthogonal to each other, namely that

ker
´

N : Hp,ppXq Ñ Hp´1,p`1pXq
¯

K Im
´

N : Hq`1,q´1pXq Ñ Hq,qpXq
¯

,
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and similarly,

ker
´

N : Hq,qpXq Ñ Hq´1,q`1pXq
¯

K Im
´

N : Hp`1,p´1pXq Ñ Hp,ppXq
¯

.

From the non-degeneracy of ψ on tropical cohomology, we infer that the induced pairing by the
polarization between ker

´

N : Hp,ppXq Ñ Hp´1,p`1pXq
¯

and ker
´

N : Hq,qpXq Ñ Hq´1,q`1pXq
¯

is a duality pairing.
By Theorem 1.1 the two kernels above are generated by the classes of tropical cycles of

codimension p and q, respectively. Moreover, the intersection between cycles is compatible
with the polarization evaluated at the pair consisting of the cohomological classes associated
to the two cycles. With this preparation, we can now finish the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let p be a fixed integer between 0 and d. A tropical cycle of codi-
mension p which is homologically trivial has a trivial intersection with any tropical cycle of
codimension q “ d´ p. This proves the implication (Homological equivalence) ñ (Numerical
equivalence).

We now prove the other direction. Consider a tropical cycle C of codimension p in X and
suppose that C has trivial intersection with any tropical cycle of codimension q “ d´p. It fol-
lows from Theorem 1.1 that clpCq has a trivial pairing with any element of ker

`

N : Hq,qpXq Ñ

Hq´1,q`1pXq
˘

. Moreover, it belongs to ker
`

N : Hp,ppXq Ñ Hp´1,p`1pXq
˘

. Since the polar-
ization induces a non-degenerate pairing between the two kernels, we finally infer that clpCq
vanishes. This proves the implication (Numerical equivalence) ñ (Homological equivalence),
and the theorem follows. �
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